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Abstract. This paper proposes a Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) 
considering relevant topical information for adaptive topic tracking. The me-
thod has two characters: 1) It uses DPMM to implement topic tracking. Prior 
knowledge of known topics is combined in Gibbs sampling for model infe-
rence, and correlation between a story and each known topics can be estimated. 
2) To alleviate topic excursion problem and topic deviation problem brought by 
existing adaptive tracking methods, the paper presents a new adaptive learning 
mechanism, the basic idea of which is to introduce tracking feedback with a re-
liability metric into the topic tracking procedure and make tracking feedback in-
fluence tracing computation under the condition of the reliability metric. The 
empirical results on TDT3 evaluation data show that the model, without a large 
scale of in-domain data, can solve topic excursion problem of topic tracking 
task and topic deviation problem brought by existing adaptive learning mechan-
isms significantly even with a few on-topic stories.  

Keywords: adaptive topic tracking, ATT; traditional topic tracking, TTT, 
DPMM, Gibbs sampling, known topics. 

1 Introduction 

With the rapid development of Internet, the real-time, high-volume data stream re-
sources increase rapidly, such as newswires, news broadcast, TV news, IM records, 
chat room messages, emails, twitter posts,  etc. How to discover and track topics 
across such real-time streams is an urgent and practical problem. 

The research of Topic detection and tracking aims to automatically organize and 
locate relevant stories from a continuous feed of news stories. There are several sub-
tasks defined for the TDT evaluation. Among them, topic tracking task aims to asso-
ciate incoming stories with topics that are known in advance. A topic is "known" by 
its association with stories that describe it. Thus each known topic is defined by one 
or more on-topic sample training stories (i.e., sample stories) [1]. 

The typical process of tracking system is: 1) building models of known topics and 
stories; 2) estimating correlation between them; 3) getting the tracking result of the 
story according to the correlation. In traditional topic tracking (TTT) methods, the 
known topic is represented using 1-4 sample stories given in advance [1] and keeps 
unchanged during tracking process. It is well known that the contents of topic will be 
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enriched and the topic focuses transfer gradually with newly incoming data, which is 
called topic excursion. Thus, adaptive topic tracking (ATT) which has self-learning 
ability becomes a new research trend. ATT rich the topic model through considering 
the additional on-topic stories during tracking process, which can improve topic track-
ing performance. 

This paper proposes an adaptive topic tracking method based on DPMM. The re-
mainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work firstly. 
Section 3 proposes TTT and ATT based on DPMM. Section 4 presents experiments 
and result analysis, finally conclusions are given in Section 5. 

2 Related Work 

Researchers put forward many correlation estimation methods according to differ-
ent representation of topics and stories. Most topic tracking methods based on  
vector space model use Hellinger distance [2], cosine similarity [3] to measure 
correlations. Topic tracking methods based on language model express correlations 
of story and topic as a probability model. Taking unigram model for example, the 
correlation of story S  and topic iZ  can be calculated as: 
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Where jw  is the jth word in S , )( iZP and )( jwP  is prior probability of iZ and 

jw , )|( ij ZwP  is probability of jw  under iZ . Yamron [4], Lo [5], Spitters [6] used 

unigram model to conduct topic tracking and obtained good performance. 
However, topic tracking task only have 1-4 sample stories to describe per known 

topic, so serious data sparse problem exists in tracking task. To alleviate this problem, 
representation method based on language model uses data smoothing technique to 
reestimate parameters, which needs a large quantity of background corpus as training 
data [5]. Moreover, existing topic tracking methods always need pre-set 
some parameters [7], such as correlation threshold, which also need training process. 
If the scale of training data is not large enough, or training data don't have the same 
words distributions as stories on question, parameters reestimation may have errors 
and lead to poor tracking performance. 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation [8] (LDA) and DPMM are most commonly used topic 
models. In LDA, the number of topics must be preassigned, while the attractive ad-
vantage of DPMM is the number of mixture components is determined by the model 
and the data. They open new possibilities for parameter estimation in topic tracking 
task and solution of data sparseness problem. So this paper uses DPMM to estimate 
the correlation of stories with known topic. 

Besides above problem, because of data sparseness and topic excursion, the topic 
model built by TTT should be poor and not accurate enough [9]. To solve above prob-
lems, ATT methods update the topic model based on tracking feedback during track-
ing process and following topic tracking process starts from the updated topic models, 
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which make ATT have self-learning ability of topic tracking. The common updating 
methods are: add new correlated features to topic model, or continually adjust feature 
weights of topic model [4], or use two above methods simultaneously. This kind of 
ATT can alleviate imperfection of topic model in TTT caused by data sparseness. 
However, the tracking feedbacks add plenty of off-topic information into known topic 
model, causing that the updated topic will deviate far from the original topic. The 
problem becomes more and more serious in the tracking process. In general, this kind 
of ATT cannot improve the tracking performance to a great degree. This paper 
presents a new adaptive learning mechanism, the basic idea of which is to endow 
tracking feedback with a reliability metric. In tracking process, initial topic model 
keep unchanged. The correlation between story and known topic is estimated both 
under initial topic model and tracking feedback with the reliability metric. In our me-
thod, initial topic model don't contain off-topic information, and always influence 
tracing computation through a bigger influence metric. Thus, this method can reduce 
errors brought by off-topic stories and alleviate topic deviation problem. 

3 ATT Based on DPMM 

3.1 Task Description 

To facilitate describing, we assume a collection of k known topics, },...,,{ 21 kZZZ , 

and every topic is described by 1-4 sample stories which compose prior knowledge of 
the known topics. Topic tracking task aims to associate incoming stories with known 
topics one by one and detect all on-topic stories from following news stories.  

With the assumption that prior probabilities of every word are equal, formula (1) 
can be simplified as: 
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Formula (2) contains two parameters: )( iZP  and )|( ij ZwP . As mentioned above, 

parameter estimation of existing methods is easy to be affected by selection of data. 
To solve the problems, our paper takes DPMM to estimate formula parameters. The 
attractive advantage of DPMM [10] is topic information can be determined by the mod-
el and the data directly.  

3.2 DPMM 

The proposed method regards news texts as being generated by a sequence of under-
lying topics inferred using DPMM. The generation process of a text can be described 
as: for each word w in the text, firstly choose a component (topic) Z from a distribu-
tion θ. Topic Z is then associated with a distribution over words, ϕ . Finally, the word 
is chosen from ϕ . Notice we do not need pre-set the number of topics. Fig. 1 shows  
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the graphical model depiction of DPMM, where N refers to the total number of words 
in text. Assume that θ and ϕ  have Dirichlet prior with concentration parameter α and 
β respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Graphical model depiction of DPMM 

In the paper, we use a Gibbs sampling procedure to infer parameters of the model 
[11]. Let jw  be the jth word of text. In Gibbs sampling, we need to sample jZ , the 
topic of jw . The relevant conditional distribution is:  

 ),|()|(),|( −−− ∝ WZwPZZPWZZP jjj  (3) 

Where −W  denotes the words except jw . The prior for assigning jw  to either an 
existing topic or to a new one conditioned on other topic assignments ( −Z ) is: 
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Where zn ,−  is the number of words assigned to topic z excluding jw . 

 β+∝= −
zwj nWZwwP ,),|(  (5) 

Where zwn ,  is the number of times we have seen w associated with topic index z in 

),( −WZ . 

3.3 Model Description of ATT Based on DPMM 

As analyzed in section 2, in most existing ATT algorithms, integrating plenty of off-
topic information into known topic model will likely lead to topic deviation. To solve 
the problem, we propose an ATT system based on DPMM with a "reliability" metric. 
Reliability is defined as the dependent degree of the tracking feedback. As TTT, our 
ATT system preserves the initial topic models unchanged. But the significant differ-
ence is that we update a tracking feedback with the reliability metric, denoted by 

reliM _ , and simultaneously use initial topic model and tracking feedback to com-
pute correlation between stories and known topics. 
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The graphical model depiction of ATT based on DPMM is shown as fig. 2. As-
sume that tS  is the story at time t. ATT model introduces a new parameter: guidance 

information. Use tGI  to denote guidance information of model at time t, and guid-

ance information at time 0 means prior knowledge of known topics. 

 

Fig. 2. Graphical model depiction of ATT 

The generation process of tS  is determined by DPMM as described in section 3.2, 

but parameters θ and ϕ  are jointly affected by tGI , tGI  and tracing result of tS  

decide guidance information at time t+1. Thus, guidance information consists of two 
parts: prior knowledge composed of sample stories and tracking feedback. In ATT 
model, they guide topic tracking process by different ways respectively.  

3.4 Algorithm Flow 

We first create a corresponding topic +
iZ  for every topic. +

iZcol _  refers to set of 

on-topic stories which belong to topic iZ  in tracking feedback. Obviously, at the 

start of ATT, +
iZcol _  is an empty set. 

At time t, the implementation process can be described as: 

1. Implement Gibbs sampling, and combine prior knowledge of known topics during 
sampling, which can be detailed as follows. 
(a) Random Initialization: 

Assign a known topic to every word of story tS  randomly. 

(b) Gibbs sampling combining with prior knowledge of known topics: 

Use Gibbs sampling on every word of tS . Based on procedure described 
in section 3.2, we can use formula (3) to obtain parameters of the model. 
Improved Gibbs sampling procedure not only take account of current texts, 
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but also consider the effect of prior knowledge of known topics on current 
word. Based on this thought, formula (4) can be rewritten as: 
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Where zn ,−  also refer to the number of words assigned to topic z excluding 

jw  in the word sets of tS . zcol _  denotes word set of sample stories which 

belong to topic z. zcoln _  is the number of words in zcol _ . If z do not belong 

to the known topic set, 0,_ _ =Φ= zcolnzcol . Likewise, after adding prior 
knowledge of known topics, formula (5) can be revised as: 

 β++∝= −
zcolwzwj nnWZwwP _,,),|(  (7) 

In the formula, zwn ,  is the number of times we have seen word w associated 

with topic index z in the words sets of tS  excluding current word w. zcolwn _,  

refers to the number of w in word set zcol _ . 

(c) Reach a steady state, end sampling procedure. 

The improved Gibbs sampling shows that every sampling step is affected by prior 
knowledge of known topics. This step obtains word-topic distribution of tS  and 

realizes guiding role of prior knowledge of known topics in topic tracking. 

2. This step add corresponding topic +
iZ  to known topics set. There are 2k known 

topics, },...,,,...,{ 11
++
kk ZZZZ . tS -topic information can be obtained  by: 

(a) Based on sampling results of step 1, estimate parameters in formula (2), get the 
correlation of tS  and every known topics. Using formula (7) for reference, es-

timation formula of )|( ij ZwP  can be rewritten as: 

 β++∝
iZcoljwij
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Where, 
ij zwN ,  denotes the number of jw  associated with topic index iZ  in 

the word sets of tS  after sampling procedure.  

Likewise, estimation formula of )( iZP  is: 

 
ii ZcolZi nNZP _)( +∝  (9) 

Where, 
iZN denotes the number of words with topic index iZ  in the word 

sets of tS  after sampling procedure.  
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(b) Combine formula (2), (8) and (9) to compute correlation between tS  and 

every known topic. Estimation formula of correlation between tS  and known 

topic iZ  , )|(_ ti SZAdaptiveP , can be rewritten as: 

)|(*_)|(*)_1()|(_ tititi SZPreliMSZPreliMSZAdaptiveP ++−=  (10) 

Initial known topic models are built according to prior knowledge, but track-
ing feedback contains off-topic stories, thus reliM _  is always less than 0.5. 

Based on formula (10), this step realizes guiding role of tracking feedback in topic 
tracking. 

3. Assign the topic corresponding to the maximum correlation to tS . Finally, add tS  

to the corresponding stories set. Based on formula (6), sampling procedure allows 
the appearance of new topic and tS  may be assigned to a new topic. Under this 

situation, tS  is not associated with whichever known topic. 

Repeat above steps for incoming news stories. Fig. 3 shows the flow chart. 

Story S

Improved Gibbs

Word→Topic

Topic

S→Topic

{Z1,…,Zi,…,Zk}

{Z1
+,…,Zi

+,…,Zk
+}

 

Fig. 3. Flow chart of DPMM based ATT 

The characters of ATT based on DPMM: 

1. In ATT model, guidance information consists of two parts: prior knowledge com-
posed of sample stories and tracking feedback. In the implementation process, 
Gibbs sampling of step 1 realizes guiding role of prior knowledge, and formula (10) 
of step 2 realizes guiding role of tracking feedback.  

2. From step 2, DPMM can compute relevant information of topics from the model 
and the data. Therefore, compared with existing topic tracking methods, ATT 
based on DPMM can directly estimate the correlations between story and every 
known topic, not requiring the correlation threshold comparison which needs to be 
trained via a large scale of in-domain data. 

3. Because initial known topic models are reliable, our system ensures that initial 
known topic models always have bigger influence on correlation calculation than 
tracking feedback through setting reliM _ . Thus, this method can reduce errors 
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brought by off-topic stories and alleviate topic deviation problem effectively 
brought by existing adaptive learning mechanisms. 

3.5 TTT Based on DPMM 

According to graphical model depiction of ATT described in section 3.3, this section 
cancels guiding role of tracking feedback in topic tracking and obtains graphical 
model depiction of TTT based on DPMM. In this model, guidance information only 
contains prior knowledge composed of sample stories, which keep invariant. TTT 
based on DPMM is similar to ATT, the difference is TTT based on DPMM don't need 
create a corresponding topic for every topic iZ . The method computes correlation 

between story and every known topic via formula (2), (8) and (9) directly. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Graphical model depiction of TTT 

4 Experiments and Result Analysis 

In TDT bakeoff [12], tracking performances are measured by error cost, DetC , which 

is a weighted sum of the miss and false alarm probabilities. DetC  is usually trans-

formed to the interval [0,1], ( )Det NormC . The paper use ( )Det NormC  to examine the track-
ing performances. 

4.1 Results 

We use TDT3 Chinese data as experiments test set. The premise of all experiments is 
that every known topic only has one sample story. The experiments examine the ef-
fectiveness of TTT and ATT based on DPMM separately. 

4.1.1 Experiments of TTT 
This part is a comparison between performances of TTT based on unigram model 
(B_TTT) and DPMM (D_TTT), which investigates influence of text feature selection 
simultaneously. B_TTT applies add-one smoothing to topic tracking task. 
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Our experiment designs four features to represent a known topic: feature set com-
posed of content words, nouns and verbs, nouns, verbs are denoted by term_c, 
term_n+v, term_n, term_v respectively. 

Firstly, we investigate the influence of model parameters of DPMM and different 
feature selection methods on topic tracking performances. In all experiments, parame-
ter β is set at 0.01. Fig. 5 shows the relationship of tracking performance of D_TTT 
against influencing factors above. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Results of D_TTT 

From fig. 5, we can find out: 

1. When changing parameter α, ( )Det NormC  values of term_v, term_c, term_n+v, 
term_n systems scatter in the range [0.81, 0.85], [0.40,0.43], [0.37,0.40], 
[0.30,0.34] respectively. The results verify that parameter α has little influence on 
tracking performance of D_TTT under a fixed feature sets. 

2. Among different features, term_n contribute most to the performance, while 
term_v least. One likely reason is that verbs cannot represent the topic of stories. 
Among the results, when α is 3.0, and system choose nouns as feature, system ob-
tain the best performance and smallest ( )Det NormC , 0.3095. 

Likewise, fig. 6 shows performance comparison between B_TTT and D_TTT.  
 

 

Fig. 6. Results of D_TTT and B_TTT 
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From fig. 6, we can find out: 

1. Both B_TTT and D_TTT obtain poorest performance when choosing verbs as fea-
ture, which verify importance of feature selection in topic tracking task. 

2. Under four feature selection conditions, all ( )Det NormC s of D_TTT are smaller than 

that of B_TTT system. Compared with B_TTT, the smallest ( )Det NormC  of D_TTT 
reduces to 0.3095 from 0.3989. Therefore, using DPMM to implement topic track-
ing can improve the performance of topic tracking. 

4.1.2 Experiments of ATT 
Firstly, we investigate results of ATT system based on DPMM (D_ATT) with differ-
ent reliability metrics. Referring to results of TTT, the experiment chooses nouns as 
system feature. Results are shown as fig.7. 

 

Fig. 7. Results of D_ATT 

4.1.1 shows that best tracking performance of D_TTT is 0.3095, which is ex-
pressed by dot (the first point) in fig.7. Fig.7 shows that: 

1. When 5.0_ <reliM , all ( )Det NormC s of D_ATT are smaller than that of D_TTT 
system. When 2.0_ =reliM , system obtains the best tracking performance. 
Compared with D_TTT, ( )Det NormC  of D_ATT reduces to 0.1599 from 0.3095. 
Therefore, our ATT method can solve topic excursion problem to some extent. 

2. When 5.0_ >reliM , the ( )Det NormC s of D_ATT increase obviously, and even are 
much bigger than those of D_TTT. Based on formula (10), initial known topic 
models and tracking feedback influence tracking results simultaneously, the influ-
ence degrees of them are )_1( reliM−  and reliM _  respectively. The initial 
known topic models are built via prior knowledge. Inversely, tracking feedback 
may contain off-topic stories. Thus, when 5.0_ >reliM , tracking feedback have 
bigger influence on tracking computation than initial known topic models, which 
lead to bigger error of final tracking results. 

Likewise, to assess the effectiveness of adaptive algorithm, this part uses a classical 
adaptive algorithm as a baseline: adding new correlated features to topic model, ex-
pressed by B_ATT. B_ATT system still uses DPMM for topic tracking.  
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Table 1. Best results of B_ATT and D_ATT 

System type B_ATT D_ATT 
}){( NormDetCMin  0.2260 0.1599 

Table 1 shows D_ATT has the much better performance than B_ATT. Compared 
with B_ATT, ( )Det NormC of D_ATT reduces to 0.1599 from 0.2260. The results verify 

effectiveness of adaptive algorithm proposed in our paper, and our adaptive algorithm 
can alleviate topic deviation problem effectively brought by existing adaptive learning 
mechanisms. 

4.2  Result Analysis 

Via experimental results, it can be concluded that: 

1. DPMM is suitable for topic tracking task, and improves the tracking performance sig-
nificantly compared with commonly used language model. 

2. Results verify the importance of topic representation, and optimization of text fea-
ture selection algorithm can improve the tracking performance effectively. 

3. Results show the influence of parameter of DPMM, α, on tracking computation can 
be neglectable. Based on this conclusion, topic tracking models (TTT and ATT) 
based on DPMM proposed in this paper don't contain any unknown system para-
meters, thus avoiding optimizing model parameters using additional data. The em-
pirical results show that just with a few on-topic sample stories, TTT and ATT based 
on DPMM can achieve high topic tracking performance. 

4. Results shown in section 4.1.2 verify the two characters of ATT based on DPMM: 1) 
D_ATT has the much better performance than D_TTT, which prove that our ATT 
method can solve topic excursion problem to a satisfactory extent. 2) D_ATT has 
much better performance than B_ATT, which verify our adaptive algorithm can al-
leviate topic deviation problem effectively brought by existing adaptive learning  
mechanisms. 

5 Conclusion 

Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) considering relevant information of known 
topics is proposed for adaptive topic tracking. The method has two characters: 1) it 
uses DPMM to implement topic tracking and the basic idea is to implement Gibbs 
sampling to estimate correlation between a story and each known topic. Prior know-
ledge of known topics is exploited in Gibbs sampling procedure. Experimental results 
prove DPMM can improve tracking performance significantly. Results also verify 
importance of text feature selection in topic tracking task. Moreover, topic tracking 
methods based on DPMM can determine topic information via the model and the data 
directly, which can avoid parameter training process, reduce the errors and process 
times, and implement topic tracking task with a few on-topic sample stories effectively.  
2) The paper presents a new adaptive learning mechanism, which can alleviate topic 
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excursion and topic deviation problems simultaneously. The basic idea of our adaptive 
learning mechanism is to endow tracking feedback with a reliability metric. Our me-
thod makes initial topic model and tracking feedback influence computation of corre-
lation between story and known topic under the condition of the reliability metric. 
Initial topic model which keep unchanged don't contain off-topic information, and 
always influence tracing computation through a bigger influence metric via influence 
metric setting. Thus, the method can reduce errors brought by off-topic stories and 
alleviate topic deviation problem. Results verify that our adaptive method can not only 
solve topic excursion problem to some extent, but also alleviate topic deviation problem 
effectively brought by existing adaptive learning mechanisms. 

However, one major criticism of original DPMM is "Bag-of-Words" assumption by 
ignoring dependencies between words and neglecting word order, while in real data, 
each word is mutually related with other words and word order is also extremely im-
portant in text modeling applications. Thus, we will investigate how the dependencies 
between words and word order have impact on the model performance in the future 
work. 
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